Bullets from the Boardroom

- All the candidates we supported at the GCSAA annual meeting in Orlando won. Tim O'Neill, Pres., Sean Hoolehan, V.Pres., Ricky Heine Secretary/Treasurer, James Fitzroy, Mark Kuhns and Bob Randquist are directors.

- MAAGCS received $1,300 in scholarship money back. BOD decided to give the scholarships to the respective recipients.

- Lobbyists trying to put an amendment into HB 1203 (construction on golf course property and soil sampling) stating; "only golf courses changing from a golf course to residential or commercial" for soil sampling.

- Quent Baria spoke at the Urban Nutrient Management Workshop on water quality benefits of golf courses and general nutrient management.

- MAAGCS will give a standard $400 honorarium to guest speakers.

News & Notes

New Members

Doug Ballew, TESCO, Class F
Steve Bonno, Army Navy CC, Class C
Andy Donelson, TESCO, Class F
Mark Dupcak, TESCO, Class F
Brad Leonard, TESCO, Class F
Brent Matson, TESCO, Class F
Jeff McMackin, Rock Creek GC, Class B
Mike Minard, TESCO, Class F
Kevin Monaco, TESCO, Class F
Ethan Mullikin, Congressional CC, Class B
Scott Mumma, TESCO, Class F
Joseph Paternostro, Fairway Hills GC Class C
Charles Poole, Garth Tech, LLC, Class F
Steve Quillin, Woodmont CC Class C
Michael Shell, Poolesville GC, Class C
James Williamson, Army Navy CC, Class C

Congratulations

Larry (Finch Services) and Cindy Cosh's daughter Ashley presented them with a grandchild, Xavier, Tuesday May 2, 2006. Xavier weighed in at 6 lb 1 oz.

Get Well

Lee Deiter has been in the hospital with heart complications, but is home doing much better.

Newly Re-Certified

Rich Sweeney, CGCS, Mt. Vernon CC